Welcome to Wednesday Night Ladies League!
This year we have 19 teams, which will be divided into three flights each week based on scores
for that round.

League Format
Starting time is EXACTLY 5:15 p.m. SHARP. Every team needs to be heading to your designated
hole at 5:10 p.m. and teeing off at exactly 5:15 p.m.

If your entire team is not present at 5:15

p.m. you must tee off regardless. Realize that another team is counting on your participation
and the sub list is available to avoid forfeits.
3 person scramble
Teams will start on their designated holes. Hole assignments are at the top of the weekly
schedule.
Play any tee shot. There is no minimum tee shot requirement.
No particular order is required.
Tally scorecards at the end of the match. Please provide your total score and the score for the
game of the night on the scorecard. Keep track of your putts on mystery golf nights only!
Turn scorecards into the basket as quickly as possible. After collecting all of the scorecards, the
committee will flight the scores and identify the wining team for the night based on the game of
the night. Each flight will receive $15 in prize money. In order to be eligible to win at least one
member of the team must be present in the clubhouse. If a member of the team is not present,
the prize money will go to the second place winner, and so on.
Scorecard playoffs will start with Hole #1 and go backwards. For example, Hole #1, then Hole #9,
Hole #8 and so

on.

Each team is responsible for finding their subs. If a team cannot find a sub, you may play with
two people, but you do not get a third shot. In addition, a team may even play with one person,
but that person would only get one shot. Members on a regular golf team may not sub for other
teams.
One team member must be present for a team to play, otherwise the night is forfeited. If a team
forfeits, their score for the night is the highest score turned in that night.
BYE WEEK- Every team that has a bye will receive a score of 36 for that week. For the teams that
do not have a bye- one score closest to the team’s average will be replaced with a 36. For
example, if your team average is 39, the week that is closest to a 39 will be replaced with a 36.

League will not be cancelled unless it is lightning, pouring, or in extreme cold temperatures, and
will be decided by the league committee. Please check clubhouse or the HCC Ladies League
Facebook page for cancellations. You are welcome to come out anyway, as we will still have
dinner.
We will have no 4th of July holiday this year. However, we realize many people vacation around
this time. If you would like to reschedule your June 30th or July 7th matches with the team you
are playing you may do so at anytime as long as the other team can play with you. You will not
be allowed to play on your own. You must text/email Kathy Portell your scores by July 11th or
forfeit that week’s score. Please let Jordan or Kathy know if you will not be there for the shotgun
start one of those weeks.
Do not keep track of birdies or chip-ins.
The schedule and the list of teams will also be available on the website.( www.hccgolf.net)
Scores when also be posted on the website when available.
Team rosters are final by practice nice. You will not be allowed to add any members to your
team during the season. A new player may join the sub list and sub for your team but their
contact information will be provided to the entire league as well.

SUB LIST
If additional subs join the league, they will be posted on the website.
Allison Young

(618) 978-3310

Jessica Horstmann

(618) 977-9050

Lori Bargetzi

(618) 830-9840

